HOT TIP FROM TIPICO

USING THE GC INDEX TO ACCELERATE TALENT

Casinos on the Las Vegas strip bring in millions of revenue.
Household name bookmakers measure their profits in numbers
so big they just don’t make sense to most normal people.
The irony is that companies like these often guarantee their
income by minimising risks and avoiding reckless gambles.

EVERY ADVANTAGE THEY SEE, THEY SEIZE, INCLUDING DEVELOPING
THEIR STAFF….HERE, WE SHARE HOW TIPICO GROUP EMBARKED ON
A NEW TALENT MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME TO BOOST IMPACT…
THE BACKGROUND
Tipico Group is one of the largest providers of sports
betting and casino games in the world, operating in 57
countries, employing more than 6,000 people across its
franchise network and dominating the market in Germany.
Even so, no ambitious firm can afford to rest on its laurels
and a few years ago Tipico embarked on a new talent
management programme, looking to help individuals
contribute beyond the boundaries of their current role.
Specifically Tipico was looking for some way to help its
staff learn more about themselves and to use this insight
as a foundation for personal development. This would then
let both the company and its staff identify and develop
potential for future roles.
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HOW THE GC INDEX® HELPED
It was GC Partner The Value Partnership that introduced
The GC Index®. During a development programme all of
Tipico’s most talented individuals were asked to complete
The Index before taking part in a workshop where they
learned more about their proclivities and how they can
contribute a truly game changing impact..
During the workshop Value Partnership provided feedback
to everyone involved, talking each individual through their
GC Index profile and also discussing how they could best
work together as a team.
All of this created a positive environment in which the group
could have an open discussion about how each of them
could best contribute, and how their individual strengths
could combine to strengthen the whole.

“The GC Index created a common
language and framework, which
has led to a much more harmonious
and positive working environment.”
Tipico Team Leader

THEY NEEDED A STRONG LEADER WHO WOULD FOCUS ON RELATIONSHIPS
AND BRING EVERYBODY TOGETHER TO ACHIEVE THE GOALS.

THE RESULTS
The information gleaned from The GC Index has given
individuals more focus and a much better understanding
of where they need to be directing their energy in order
to make a real impact within the organisation.
On top of this, the team profile gave the workshop
participants a whole new level of insight. Participants
said that they started to recognise the contribution all
of their colleagues make and value difference in a way
they had not before.

“My GC Index profile has helped
me reflect on how I can tap into
my strengths better and how I can
develop other areas where I’m not
so strong.”
Workshop participant
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